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A matroidal family is a set 8 # 8 of connected finite graphs such that for every finite graph G 
the edge-sets of those subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to some element of SF are the 
circuits of a matroid on the edge-set of G. Sim&s-Pereira [S) shows the existence of four 
matroidal families and Andreae [l] shows the existence of a countably infinite series of 
matroidal families. In this paper we show that there exist uncountably many matroidal families. 
This is done by using an extension of Andreae’s theorem, a construction theorem. and certain 
properties of regular graphs. Moreover we observe that all matroidal families so far known can 
be obtained in a unified way. 
All graphs considered in this paper are assumed to be finite, loopless, and 
without multiple edges. If ZF is a family of graphs and G a graph, let 9(G) denote 
the family of edge-sets of those subgraphs of G which are isomorphic to some 
element of s. We call 9# 8 a matroidul family, if it contains only connected 
graphs and if for every graph G the family 9(G) is a matroid on the edge-set 
E(G). A matroid on a finite set S is a family c& of non-empty subsets of S 
satisfying the following axioms. 
Kim 1. If C, C’E% and CEC’, then C=C’. 
A&m 2. If C, C’E Cs, C# C’, and ; E C n C’, then there is C”E % such that 
C”z (CU C’)\(a). 
The reader is referred to [2] for graph-theoretical terminology. The notion of a 
matroidal family is due to QMes-Pereira [3]. The set of cycles is a matroidal 
family as well as the set {K2), let us call them 9,) So respectively. I,‘ [3] and [4] 
Sim6es-Pereira shows the existence of two more matroidal families: The family 
9c;, containing all graphs homeomorphic to one of the graphs in the figure, they 
are called the bicircular graphs. The family &, containing all even cycles and all 
bicircular graphs, which contain no even cycles. Andreae [1] shows the existence 
of infinitely many matroidal families D!i, i E N \{ 1}, of graphs G with’ a(G) > 1, 
which are defined as follows. 
’ a(G): = IV(G,l, B(G): = IE(G)I. 
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Fig. 1. 
azn is the family of those graphs satisfying the relation* p(G) = nu( G) - n, 
% n + I is the family of those graphs atisfying the relation @(G) = na (G). !)Ri is the 
set of all minimal elements of fii with respect o the relation’ 5. We notice that 
go = !D&, and 9$ = %l’&. 
By a slight alteration of the proof of the lemma in [l] we obtain the following 
stronger version. 
(0) Let n>O, -2n<r- <l, n, FEZ. If G i:, a graph satisfying P(G)ana(G)+r 
and ac (G) > 1, then there is a connected graph H cu G satisfying P(H) = na (N) + r 
and cu(H)>l. 
And this yields the following stronger version of the theorem in [l]: 
Theorems 1. Let n, r E Z be us in (0). Then !%@I, r) : = (G 1 G is a gmph with 
P(G) = m(G) -I- r and cy (G) > 1, and is minimal with this property (with respect o 
5 j) is a matroidal family. 
We notke that !U& = m< n, -n), !I&,+ 1 = !IR( n, 0), and $Fz = $R( 1, ! ). Moreover we 
can state 
Theorem 2. Let (n, r), (n’, r’) E Z x Z as iue (0). Then %l(n, r) # %l( n’, r’) if and 
only if the following holds. 
[2n + r > 1 or ‘En’+ r’> l] and (n, r) # (n’, r’). 
P,roof. “$C (r, r) # ( n ‘, r’) is trivial 2n + r S 1 implies 2n + r = 1. This means 
that K2 ‘i ‘!R rz r), which implies (K3 = %ll(n, r). As the same holds for (n’, r’) we 
get SDQ n: I \ =. z$J( )2’, r’). 
‘G * 1:’ iwithout loss of generz.lity 9lE( n, r) # {K,}, then !lll( n, r) is infinite by 
ThecJrem 1 ot [4]. Now nx + r = n’x + r’ has at most one solution for 
(n, r) # (n’, r’). Since there is only a finite number ?f graphs with x vertices the 
assertion holds. 0 
Definition 1. We call a family 91 c Vl(n, r), partly closed if it has the following 
property. 
If A, BE%, C=A’UB’, A=A’, B-B’, A’+C’, and @(C)=na(C)rr+l, 
then for every e E E(A’n B’) there exists D E % such that D C_ C\(e). 
’ H c, G means that G contains a subgraph isomorphic to X 
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Theorem 3. Let % 4 %( n, r) r g 0, be u partly closed set. Then 9JZ( n, r + 1, !I!): = 
% U ]IDy is a ma~idal fumily, if w denotes the set of ull elements G E %R( n, r + l), 
which satisfy the following condition: If HE %, then H$ G. 
proof, As one sees at once from the definitions we have to show: 
(1) %&I, I t 1,92) contains only minimal elements with respect o s. 
(2) If A, B~!!&r+l,%), C=A’UB’, A-A’, B==B’, and A’#C, then for 
every eEE(A’nB’) there exists 2%8(~1,r+l,!JI) such that Dc,C\{e}. 
(1) holds by definition. Now consider (2). Let E(A’n B’) = $9. Since A, B are 
minimal we have 
8(C)=B(A’UB’)=B(A’)+B(B’)-g(A’nB’) 
ana(A’)+r+na(B’)+t-na(A’nB’)-r+l 
= n(a(A’)+a(B’)-a(A’nB’))+r+ 1 = na(C)+r+ 1. 
We consider the following cases. 
Case 1. A,B&. If @(C)=na(C)+r+l then (2) holds by Definition 1. If 
@(C)*na(C)+r+2 and eEE(A’nB’), then there is H~!$!I2(n,r-1) such that 
HE C\(e). This follows from (0). Now, either HE%&, r+ 1, 8) or there is 
D E %, D s H, therefore D s C\(e). Hence (2) holds. 
&se 2. A, B E m(n, r + 1). As %!(n, r + 1) is a matroidal family we find H E 
%( n, r + 1) such that H C_ C\(e). Using the same argument as in case 1 we see 
that (2) holds. . 
Cuse 3. A&, I?$% We bade @(C)an(a(A’)+a(B’)-a(A’nB’))+r+2. 
This is the same situation as in Case 1, which finishes the proof. 0 
Every matroidal family so far known is of the form ‘1112(n, r+ 1, ‘8). Namely 
SR(n,r+l)=%z(n,r+l,fl), 9!R( 1. -2n + 1) = Y!R(n, -2n + 2, %J2(n, -2n + l)), 
and SB = %@( 1,1, Ce), where % consists of all even cycles. We easily verify that 
‘8 c_ %R( 1,O) is a partly closed set. In order to obtain the main result of this paper 
we need a few lemmas. 
Lemma 1. For every n E N m(n, 0) contains uZI connected 2n-regular graphs. 
Proof. For a 2n-regular graph G, e(G) = na (G) obviously holds. If H c G is a 
proper subgraph, then there is an edge e E E(G E(H), which is incident with a 
vertex u E V( I-I), since G is connected. Therefore p(H) < na (H), which implies 
that G is minimal with respect o 5. 0 
Lemma 2. For every n 22 there are infinitely many pairwise non-isomorphic 
3-connected 2n -regular graphs. 
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Proof, This should be a well-known fact. We give a simple construction for the 
sake of completeness: Let T be a tree having the following property’. V(T) = 
EU I, where E is the set of end-vertices of T, I# 8, and every vertex t) E I has 
degree 2n. We obtain 7” by adding new edges connecting end-vertices in such a 
manner that the subgraph C induced by E is a cycle. We easily verify that T’ is 
3-connected. Let T1, . . . , 7’2n_2 be copies of T’ such tts+ for i + j T, n q = C!, = C,, 
where Ci E Ti is the copy of C. G : = Ufi;* Ti is a 2n-regular and 3-connected 
graph. 0 
Lemma 3. Lef % G !$R( n, 0), 12 3 2, 6e a se? of 3-connected, 2n-regular graphs. 
Then % is a partly closed set. 
Proof. Let A, A’, B, B’, C have the same meaning as in Definition 1. 
We show that p(C) = MY(C) + 1 is impossible, which implies the assertion. 
Let us assume that p(C) = NY(C) + 1 holds, hence we have 
P(A’nB’)=p(A’)+P(B’)-P(C)=ncY(A’n8’)-1. 
We consider two cases: 
Case 1. cw(A’n B’) = ar(A’) = a(W). Then we get A’n B’ by deleting just one 
edge from A’, incident say with U, o E V(A’). As U, t) are the only vertices in 
A’n B’ of degree less than 2n they are connected by an edge in B’, too. Since no 
multiple edges are allowed it follows that A’ = B’, which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. cw(A’n B’) <cu(A’) (without loss of generality). From the 2n-regularity 
of A” it follows that A’ n B’ has at most 2 vertices u, o of degree less than 2n, 
Then {u, u) separates A’, since A’nB’\(u,v}#Q) and A’\B’#@. This is a 
contradiction to A’ being 3-connected. Cl 
Obviously the following holds true. 
k-mw 4 If %,\32’ E i&n, r), ‘3 # 9 are partly closed sets, then !ilR(n, r + 
d,Yl)#iR(?$r tl,W). - 
I’hcarem 4. There are uncountably many matroi&,zl families. More exactly: For 
euery n 3 2 there are uncountably many matroidal families of the fom a( n, 1.3). 
where fX is un infinite set of 3-connected, 2n-regular graphs. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of the above lemmas. 
Although there seem to be very many matroidal families, there are infinitely 
many matroids which cannot have the form S(G) for any graph C and matroidal 
family 9. Denote by A&, q), n, 4 EN, n e 9, the matroid (S, @), where iSI = q and 
’ 0 #‘-notes the disjoint union. 
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W consists of all subsets of S that have n elements. If n a 2, q 3 in(n - 1) + 1, then 
M(n, q) cannot have the form s(G). 
PEW& Let G be a graph with p(G) = q, HG G with p(H) = n. By Lemma 1 of [5] 
H has no vertex of d 
dc G which is 
e 1 (in H), hence a(H) s n. This implies that the graph 
ind by H has at most q- 1 edges. Let eE E(G)\E(@, 
fe then H\cf) U(e) defines acircuit of M(n, q), but has at least one vertex 
of 1. This is a contradiction. 
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